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Abstract
In convolutional neural network based medical image segmentation, as evidenced in
visual results in [18][21][24][12][4], the periphery of foreground regions representing
malignant tissues may be disproportionately assigned as belonging to the background
class of healthy tissues. Misclassification of foreground pixels as the background class
can lead to high false negative detection rates. In this paper, we propose a novel attention
mechanism to directly address such high false negative rates, called Paying Attention to
Mistakes. Our attention mechanism steers the models towards false positive identifica-
tion, which counters the existing bias towards false negatives. The proposed mechanism
has two complementary implementations: (a) “explicit” steering of the model to attend to
a larger Effective Receptive Field on the foreground areas; (b) “implicit” steering towards
false positives, by attending to a smaller Effective Receptive Field on the background ar-
eas. We validated our methods on three tasks: 1) binary dense prediction between vehi-
cles and the background using CityScapes; 2) Enhanced Tumour Core segmentation with
multi-modal MRI scans in BRATS2018; 3) segmenting stroke lesions using ultrasound
images in ISLES2018. We compared our methods with state-of-the-art attention mecha-
nisms in medical imaging, including self-attention, spatial-attention and spatial-channel
mixed attention. Across all of the three different tasks, our models consistently outper-
form the baseline models in Intersection over Union (IoU) and/or Hausdorff Distance
(HD). For instance, in the second task, the “explicit” implementation of our mechanism
reduces the HD of the best baseline by more than 26%, whilst improving the IoU by
more than 3%. We believe our proposed attention mechanism can benefit a wide range
of medical and computer vision tasks, which suffer from over-detection of background.
1 Introduction
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) enhanced by attention mechanisms have recently
been transferred from computer vision to medical image analysis to tackle segmentation
tasks [20, 21]. Attention mechanisms aim to focus learning on salient regions of interest
(RoI), i.e. foreground pixels in medical images, to minimise the misclassification of RoI.
Attention is implemented through a normalisation step in the latent feature space to focus the
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network on the RoI. However, foreground pixels in medical images are often heavily under-
represented. The resulting bias towards detection of background areas causes an under-
detection of foreground pixels (True Positives: TPs) and an over-detection of background
pixels (False Negatives: FNs), especially at the edges of a RoI (see visual results in [4, 12,
18, 21, 24]). It is apparent that reducing FN detection is a key challenge to increasing the
utility of CNN based segmentation.
Figure 1: Left: Performance illustra-
tion of the existing attention mecha-
nisms. Right: Performance illustra-
tion of our proposed solution to re-
duce FNs.
Attention is a natural mechanism by which TP
detection can be improved. Yet existing attention
mechanisms do not adequately reduce FNs (see sec-
tion 5). Existing attention mechanisms focus on the
labelled foreground areas as the RoI (area within the
black circle in Figure 1), which we refer to as Pay-
ing Attention to True Positives (TPs). Ideally, a well-
trained over-parameterized model is able to detect
the entirety of the RoI, but the bias towards detecting
background pixels leads to the area of focus shrink-
ing (dotted black circle in Figure 1, Left). This is
exacerbated by the optimisation towards local minimum solutions which results in further
shrinkage of the regions identified as TPs (red circle in Figure 1, Left).
To overcome the high FN rate inherent to existing attention mechanisms, we propose
an alternative strategy, which we refer to as Paying Attention To Mistakes. The hypothesis
is that FNs can be reduced by encouraging a bias towards False Positives (FPs) detection,
focused particularly around the boundary of TPs. This is shown conceptually in Figure
1 (Right), where our proposed attention mechanism learns to focus on an expanded RoI
(blue solid circle). After shrinkage occurs, as explained in the last paragraph, resulting
in more TPs, the red circle in Figure 1, Right is now more closely approximated to the
black circle, representing the ground truth RoI. The black circles in Figure 1 (left,right) are
identical in size. Paying Attention To Mistakes requires neither extra annotations of FPs, nor
modifications to the source data distribution, which might risk information loss. Our main
contributions are three-fold:
• We are the first to use an attention mechanism to ameliorate the pixel-wise classification
bias towards false negatives in medical imaging.
• We are the first to develop an attention mechanism based on the Effective Receptive Field
(ERF). This was implemented to make our attention mechanism “transparent”. Our
mechanism has two complimentary implementations to Pay Attention To Mistakes
which are explicit and implicit respectively.
• We perform extensive experiments including comparisons with state-of-the-art baselines
and ablation studies on different configurations on three different data sets.
2 Related works
Attention mechanisms. We review a few representative attention mechanisms that Pay At-
tention To TPs here. According to the focusing target (e.g. what to attend to or where to
attend), most existing attention mechanisms can be divided into three groups: channel atten-
tion (e.g. importance of each channel of a feature map) [7], spatial attention (e.g. importance
of each spatial location of a feature map) [10, 11, 25] and spatial-channel mixed attention
(e.g. importance of each spatial location at each channel of a feature map) [23, 27]. Channel
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attention is based on weighting each channel according to each channel’s most represen-
tative feature (e.g. mean [7], maximum or both [27]). In spatial attention, self-attention
mechanisms have been used as in [11, 25]; or semantic features from deep layers have been
used as “keys” to enhance representation learning in shallow layers as in [10, 23].
Effective receptive field. In a layer of a CNN, the size of the region corresponding
to the neuron in the next layer is called the “receptive field” (RF). The centre of the RF
has the highest impact on the layer output. The impact of the pixels across the RF has
been shown to resemble a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, in a forward pass, the gradient
of the signal decays from the RF centre to the periphery in a squared exponential manner
[14]. Accordingly, only a fraction of the RF is detected and contributes to the output. This
effective area is called the “Effective RF” (ERF). The ERF also reduces [14] as the network
goes deeper. More importantly, it has been shown that the size of an ERF is also influenced
by neural network topology [14]. By combining the ERF with latent space embedding [28],
we can achieve flexible control of the area over which we want the model to focus.
Other related work. Dilated convolutional layers [2] have been proposed to expand
the receptive field in supervised image segmentation tasks. Work also has previously been
proposed for reversed attention (RA) [3, 8] to improve classification accuracy in confusing
regions. Our methods differ from related works in both motivation and implementation. We
are motivated to use an attention mechanism to expand or shrink the focus on the RoI, to
control detection biases at decision boundaries, whereas previous works are motivated to
eliminate the bias. Regarding implementation, our approach is the first attention mechanism
built upon the ERF.
3 Methods
Our research hypothesis is that the bias towards FNs detection in medical image segmenta-
tion could be mitigated by forcing networks to favour FPs detection using an attention mech-
anism. It is possible to “explicitly” shift the bias at decision boundaries towards detection
of FPs, termed “False Positive Attention”. It is also possible to reverse labels for foreground
and background pixels and “implicitly” focus on detecting the foreground. The two can-
didates can result in complimentary implementations. We first present the implementation
which “explicitly” shifts the bias towards detection of FPs.
3.1 False Positive Attention (FPA)
To “explicitly” shift the bias towards FPs, we use the strategy as explained in Figure 1. We
expand the focus of the model beyond the area of labelled TPs, to extend into regions of FPs
by applying a convolutional layer [2] to learn a larger smoothed ERF. The larger ERF ex-
tends from the original ERF, guided by a dilated convolutional layer at the same depth. The
rationale behind the architecture of FPA is based on one empirical result in [14]: at the same
depth, the ERF of the dilated convolutional layer is larger than the ERF of the original convo-
lutional layer. To merge the information contained in the regions surrounding the ERF to the
ERF, it would be intuitive to use the mean of the the outputs of the convolutional and dilated
convolutional layers. However this mean calculation eliminates the bias towards FP detec-
tion [26]. We therefore use a Sigmoid function on the output of the dilated convolutional
layer to create a smoothed larger ERF, before performing an element-wise multiplication on
the output of the corresponding convolutional layer.
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Figure 2: False Positive Attention
Hence, our approach whereby we shift the bias
of the model towards FP detection represents an at-
tention mechanism. We now describe the operation
of FPA. The FPA module consists of two parallel
branches: the main branch processes visual infor-
mation, whereas the attention branch generates the
smoothed enlarged ERF. Given the input feature map
X ∈ RC×H×W , the output feature map of main branch
is F ∈ R2C×H/2×W/2 and the output attention weights
of the attention branch is A ∈ R2C×H/2×W/2. We
achieve the output feature map (Y ∈ R2C×H/2×W/2)
following the equations:
F =W 2m[W
1
m(X)]
A= σ(W 3a {Wˆ 2a [W 1a (X)]})
Y = FA+F
(1)
Where W im denotes the i
th standard convolutional
layer in the main branch; Wˆ ia denotes the i
th dilated convolutional layer in the attention
branch;W ia denotes the i
th standard convolutional layer in the attention branch; σ is Sigmoid
function;  is element-wise multiplication. All of the Non-linear activation and normalisa-
tion layers are omitted for simplicity of expression. The detailed architectures can be found
in Figure 2.
3.2 Reverse False Negative Attention (RFNA)
On the contrary to FPA which directly favours FP detection, we present an alternative ap-
proach to reduce over-detection of background by favouring “reverse FN detection”. It is
obvious that if we directly bias towards FN, we risk in deteriorating the performance which
already suffers from high FN rate. Our solution is to “implicitly” Pay Attention to Mistakes.
In binary segmentation, the labels values normally are: 1 for foreground and 0 for back-
ground, and the models would naturally favour FNs detection (section 1) where foreground
pixels are classified as label value 0. Our implementation first reverses the labels values
whereby the models would naturally favour reverse FP detection, which is classification of
foreground with a label value of 1. We now encourage the models to focus less on reverse
FP detection, which is equivalent to biasing towards reverse FNs detection. This bias to-
wards reverse FNs in RFNA share the same goal with the bias towards FPs in FPA, which
is to reduce false detection of foreground areas as background class, albeit RFNA reduces
over-detection of background in an “implicit” way.
As this implementation favours reverse FNs detection, it is termed “Reverse False Nega-
tive Attention (RFNA)”.The RFNA module has two branches but these are different from the
parallel architecture in FPA. The attention branch in RFNA is placed sequentially after the
main branch. The rationale behind the architecture of RFNA is based on another empirical
observation in [14]: the RF increases linearly with network depth, while the ratio between
the ERF and the RF rapidly decreases. This phenomenon leads to a situation where a prox-
imal deeper layer might have a smaller ERF than a shallower layer. For instance, the 40th
convolutional layer would have a smaller ERF than the 20th layer as shown in Figure 1 in
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[14]. Additionally, it was found in [14] that residual connections also generate a smaller
ERF.
Figure 3: Reverse False
Negative Attention
We combine these two characteristics to generate a smaller
ERF to guide the networks to shrink the focus on reverse FP.
We use the same notations from FPA to describe the operation
of RFNA as follows:
F =W 2m[W
1
m(X)]
A= σ{W 4a [UpSample(W 3a {W 2a [W 1a (F)]})]+F}
Y = FA+F
(2)
WhereUpSample denotes a bilinear upsampling layer, the de-
fault upsampling ratio is 8 (Figure 3). We use the output of the
main branch as the input for the attention branch to make sure
that we use deeper features, leading to a smaller ERF. There
is an additional residual connection before the Sigmoid func-
tion, which aids generation of a smaller ERF. The architecture
of RFNA is in Figure 3.
3.3 Implementation
We enhance a 3 down-sampling stage, 2D U-net [19] as our
backbone, by replacing the batch normalisation with instance
normalisation [22] and replacing deconvolutional layers with
bilinear upsampling layers. We replace convolutional blocks
in the encoder in U-net with the proposed attention modules.
The channel number in the first encoder in the backbone is
32, as we found the original number 64 is redundant for our
tasks. In FPA, Wˆ 2a is repeated twice via parameter sharing.
In RFNA, W 1a expands the channel number to 4 times of the
channel number of output; W 2a and W
3
a use depth-wise convo-
lution layers for computational efficiency. Ablation studies on
different configurations of these components are outlined in a
later section 4.3.
4 Experiments
4.1 Materials
CityScape Our first task is a synthetic medical task using
high-resolution RGB images from CityScapes [5]. We perform a binary segmentation task
to distinguish between vehicles and the background, replicating medical image segmenta-
tion tasks which are typically dense binary predictions. Due to computational restrictions,
we downsample images to 256x128. We use cities from “train” and “val” for training and
testing, respectively. We hold one city for validation in training data.
BRATS The publicly available BRATS 2018 Training data [15] has 210 High Grade
Glioma (HGG) cases and 76 Low Grade Glioma (LGG) cases. Since the enhancing tumour
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core is the hardest class to discern [9, 17], we focus on this class to illustrate the effectiveness
of our methods. We noticed that LGG cases contain almost no enhancing tumour cores
[9]. Therefore to focus on assessing the network, we only analysed the HGG cases. Pre-
processing steps included: normalisation of each case for each modality; centre cropping
to 160x160; concatenation of each modality as 4D input. 5 fold cross-validation with a
case-wise split.
ISLES The ISLES2018 [6] training data contains 94 acute stroke CT perfusion scans.
We randomly split the cases at the ratio of 0.7:0.1:0.2 for training, validation and testing.
We use CBF, MTT, CBV, TMAX modalities, and normalise each case in each modality and
centre crop them to 224x224. Our task was to segment the stroke lesions in the CT brain
images.
4.2 Baselines
We compare our models with existing attention mechanisms in medical imaging, which Pay
Attention To TPs. We follow the categories in section 2 to select our baselines. For spatial
attention, we use the state-of-the-art “Attention U-net” [18], denoted as “AUnet”. For self-
attention, we use a state-of-the-art efficient non-local module “GCN” [1], to avoid the high
computational burden of the original self-attention module [25] and we integrate them into
the backbone as “GCNUnet”. The backbone is described in section 3.3.
Table 1: Where the convolutional blocks are re-
placed with attention modules in baselines and
our networks. Type: attention category.
Networks Type Encoder Decoder
AUnet spatial X
CSCUnet mixed X X
CBAMUnet mixed X
GCNUnet self X
FPA/RFNA mixed X
For spatial-channel mixed attention, we
first use the state-of-the-art mixed atten-
tion U-net called “concurrent spatial and
channel squeeze-excitation U-net” [20],
this is denoted as “CSCUnet”. We also in-
clude another state-of-the-art mixed atten-
tion mechanism, namely “CBAM” [27]
and we also implement them into the
backbone as “CBAMUnet”. No chan-
nel attention is included, as “CSC”,
“CBAM”, “GCN” already comprise the state-of-the-art channel attention [7]. In implemen-
tation of baselines, the convolutional blocks in the backbone are replaced with different
existing attention modules, either following the references or in the encoder as we insert our
FPA/RFNA in the encoder, see details in Table 1.
4.3 Ablation Studies
Effect of attention branches We study the effect of our attention modules by pruning the
branches in FPA/RFNA. As shown in Figure 2, without the main branch, we have a U-
net with dilated convolutional layers in the encoder. We replace the convolutional layers
in the encoder in the backbone with dilated convolutional layers as “D6/9 Unet” (6 or 9 is
the dilation rate). Without the attention branch in Figure 2, it becomes the backbone Unet.
Similarly, we also have Unet without the attention branch in RFNA.
Effect of downsampling ratio in RFNA We prune the convolutoinal layers in RFNA to
study how the downsampling ratio in the attention branch influences performance. We first
remove W 3a and use UpSample×4 to see the effect of a downsampling ratio of 4. Then we
further remove W 2a and use UpSample×2 to check the effect of a downsampling ratio of 2.
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Effect of dilation rate in FPA The dilation rate in FPA is an important hyper-parameter,
so we compare different dilation ratios at 6, 9 and 12. No smaller dilation is used as we
found that a dilation ratio 3 has no obvious effect on segmentation results.
Effect of model capacity To examine whether the effect of our attention modules was a
consequence of accumulating more parameters, we double the channel number in the back-
bone to make a wide U-net, denoted as “WUnet”.
Effect of channel numbers We study the impact of model capacity in both FPA and
RFNA. For each configuration in FPA with a different dilation rate and each configuration
in RFNA with a different downsampling ratio, two variants using depth-wise convolutional
layers and no depth-wise convolutional layers in attention branches are implemented. For the
variant of using depth-wise convolutional layers, we explore the impact of channel expansion
ratio at 2, 4 and 8 of output channel number, in W 1a . For the variant of using no depth-wise
convolutional layers, we explore the impact of channel expansion ratio at 1 and 2, due to
computational restriction. In default (section 3.3), FPA uses no depth-wise convolutional
layers and RFNA uses depth-wise convolutional layers.
4.4 Training
Table 2: Training details. lr: learning rate.
Dataset Epoch Batch lr
CityScapes 100 8 2e-4
BRATS 80 50 1e-4
ISLES 60 80 1e-3
AdamW optimiser [13] is used for optimi-
sation. Dice Loss [16] is used as objec-
tive function. Random horizontal flipping
is used for augmentation. Training details
are in Table 2. No further improvements
were observed with more training epochs in
our settings. All experiments were run for at least 3 times on a NVIDIA TITAN V GPU.
Our code is implemented in Pytorch 1.0 and it is available in:https://github.com/
moucheng2017/PayAttentionToMistakes_BMVC2020.
5 Results
Table 3: Results on CityScapes.
Networks IoU (%) HD
AUnet 54.17 ± 0.15 64.69 ± 0.67
CSCUnet 54.45 ± 0.31 60.15 ± 1.96
RFNA 55.62 ± 0.45 65.18 ± 3.36
FPA 59.39 ± 0.65 49.10 ± 2.51
Table 4: Results on ISLES2018.
Networks IoU (%) HD
Unet 52.41 ± 0.78 25.49 ± 1.38
AUnet 52.35 ± 0.63 23.66 ± 0.87
CSCUnet 52.70 ± 0.69 27.28 ± 0.72
RFNA 52.99 ± 1.63 18.10 ± 4.75
FPA 54.61 ± 0.54 19.44 ± 1.41
Table 5: Results on BRATS2018. HD: Hausdorff distance at 95% percentile. FP: False
Positive Rate. FN: False Negative Rate. Param: Parameters.
Networks IoU (%) HD FP (%) FN (%) Param (M)
AUnet 66.48 ± 1.04 15.51 ± 0.82 <1e-2 58.42 ± 2.58 3.16
CSCUnet 66.75 ± 1.00 15.50 ± 1.79 <1e-2 58.11 ± 3.28 3.14
GCNUnet 66.57 ± 1.20 15.11 ± 1.05 <1e-2 58.16 ± 2.19 3.15
CBAMUnet 66.52 ± 1.50 15.19 ± 1.59 <1e-2 58.68 ± 3.11 3.14
RFNA 71.15 ± 1.78 21.76 ± 1.08 <1e-2 50.15 ± 2.94 5.63
FPA 70.10 ± 2.06 10.86 ± 1.66 <1e-2 49.39 ± 4.56 4.2
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Our Paying Attention To Mistakes outperforms all of the baselines across three different
multi-modal data sets in either Intersection over Union (IoU) or Hausdorff Distance (HD)
or both. In the first task, RFNA improves the best baseline by 1.17% in IoU; whereas FPA
improves the IoU by 4.94% and reduces the Hausdorff Distance (HD) of the best baseline by
18%. In the second task, the FPA reduces the HD of the best baseline by 28.12%. While the
RFNA achieves the highest IoU score, with a 4.4% margin compared to the best baseline.
In the third task, despite the fact that perfusion CT images are challenging to interpret, both
FPA and RFNA outperform the baselines in both accuracy metrics. RFNA reduces the HD
by 23.49% of the best baseline and FPA has a 2.26% gain in IoU.
Figure 4: Left: Input (BRATS). Mid-
dle: RFNA. Right: FPA.
FPA consistently improved performance in both
accuracy metrics across all three tasks. Although
RFNA also consistently improved performance as
measured by IoU, it has mixed impacts in HD. HD
and IoU are good at measuring different types of mis-
takes, suggesting that FPA and RFNA actually refine
the segmentation in different ways. To evaluate this further we visualised the attention maps
in FPA and RFNA of the foreground class in the deepest encoder in Figure 4. As demon-
strated in Figure 4, FPA and RFNA utilise global and local spatial information, respectively.
FPA and RFNA also experience different levels of bias in segmentation outcomes due to
label reversal. Also, the ratios between background and foreground are different in each
data set. Eventually, the bias differences in the data plus the mechanistic differences led to
different performances between FPA and RFNA.
Figure 5: Blue: False Negatives, Yellow: True
Positives. Row 1&2: BRATS; row3: ISLES.
1st column: FPA, 2nd column: FPA (Zoomed
in). 3rd column: AUNet, 4th column: CS-
CUnet, 5th column: UNet.
The inferior performance of the base-
lines might be a result of their focus on TP
regions, as discussed in section 1. By Pay-
ing Attention To Mistakes, we successively
reduce FN detection as qualitatively shown
in FN column in Table 5, where FPA re-
duces the FN rate of the best baseline by
15%. The reduction of FN detection can
also be seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
5.1 Results on ablation studies
Both FPA/RFNA in Table 5 performed bet-
ter than backbone “Unet” in Table 6, sug-
gesting that attention branches improve the
performance of the backbone. We find that the combination of an attention branch and a
main branch in FPA outperforms the use of an attention branch alone, as both “D6Unet” and
“D9Unet” in Table 6 performed worse than FPA. We also show that the positive effect of our
attention mechanisms is not just from a larger number of parameters, as “WUnet” (Table 6)
achieves a lower performance despite having three times more parameters than FPA.
We found that in RFNA, a higher downsampling ratio consistently lead to better seg-
mentation performance ((e) and (h) in Figure7). However, the dilation rate in FPA only
resulted in better performance when used with depth-wise convolutional layers ((a) and (d)
in Figure7). No clear relationships between channel expansion ratio and performance in ei-
ther FPA or RFNA were observed, which might suggest that network architectures are more
influential on performance than the parameters numbers.
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Figure 6: Blue: False Negatives, Yellow: True Positives. Visual results on Cityscapes. 1st
column: FPA, 2nd column: RFNA, 3rd column: AUnet, 4th column: CSCUNet.
Table 6: Ablation studies of removing branches in FPA/RFNA on BRATS2018.
Networks IoU (%) HD FP (%) FN (%) Param (M)
Unet 66.67 ± 1.15 14.77 ± 1.61 <1e-2 57.83 ± 2.25 3.13
WUnet 66.89 ± 1.07 15.40 ± 0.87 <1e-2 57.66 ± 3.20 12.51
D6Unet 66.42 ± 1.14 15.174 ± 1.92 <1e-2 58.52 ± 2.68 3.13
D9Unet 66.63 ± 1.41 15.61 ± 1.08 <1e-2 58.07 ± 3.79 3.13
Figure 7: Ablation studies of different configurations of FPA/RFNA on BRATS2018.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we present Pay Attention To Mistakes to tackle the high FNs detection rate in
medical image segmentation. Our method effectively reduces the FN rate of backbone and
achieves superior performance compared to existing state-of-the-art attention mechanisms
in medical image segmentation across three different data sets. Although both the FPA and
RFNA implementations are shown to be effective on tasks suffering from over-detection of
FNs, the use of RFNA on tasks suffering from over-detection of FPs will require exploration
in future work. By flexibly apply FPA and RFNA we could potentially cover most of the
situations where over-detection of FNs and over-detection of FPs happen in both medical
and computer vision domains.
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